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Summary

Promoter prediction in bacteria is a classical bioinformatics problem, where available methods for regulatory element detection exhibit a very high number of false positives. We here argue that accurate transcription start site (TSS) prediction is a complex problem, where available methods for sequence motif discovery are not in itself well adopted for solving the problem. We here instead propose that the problem requires integration of quantitative understanding of transcription initiation with careful description of promoter sequence specificity. We review evidence for this viewpoint, and discuss a current progress on these issues on the example of sigma70 transcription start sites in *E. coli*.

1 Introduction

Bacterial RNA polymerase is a central enzyme in cell, and initiation of transcription by bacterial RNA polymerase is a major point in gene expression regulation. Core RNA polymerase cannot by itself initiate transcription, so a complex between RNA polymerase core and a σ factor, which is called RNA polymerase holoenzyme (RNAP) is formed. A major σ factor, which is responsible for transcription of housekeeping genes, is called σ\textsuperscript{70} in *E. coli* and σ\textsuperscript{A} in a number of other bacteria. The discussion here will concentrate on this major class of promoter elements [1].

Accurate recognition of transcription start sites (TSS) is a necessary first step in understanding transcription regulation. Accurate recognition of bacterial promoters is consequently considered a major problem in bioinformatics, particularly since TSS detection is an important ingredient for number of other bioinformatic applications (e.g. gene and operon prediction). Available methods for TSS search include both standard information-theory based weight matrix searches, and those based on more advanced computational approaches such as neural networks and support vector machines. These methods however show poor accuracy for TSS prediction, i.e. lead to a very high number of false positives [2]. We here argue that, instead of developing different methods for processing the existing data within the motif search framework, solving the problem requires an integrative approach, which includes: i) quantitatively modelling transcription initiation, which allows calculating kinetic parameters of transcription initiation ii) accurately describing sequence specificity of the promoter elements, so that the bioinformatics description is consistent with available biophysical measurements iii) characterizing sequence elements outside of the canonical -10 and -35 box. In the text below we concentrate on promoter detection for sigma 70 class of promoters, which is a major promoter class that is responsible for transcription of housekeeping genes.
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Our discussion will emphasize the following: i) accurately aligning promoter elements is highly non-trivial, so that the promoter specificity may not be accurately reflected by the available alignments ii) the promoter specificity is likely determined by additional sequence elements, which are located outside of the canonical -35 and -10 boxes iii) TSS predictions require accurately calculating kinetic parameters of transcription initiation. These points will be further discussed in the text below.

2 High degeneracy of promoter elements

Transcription initiation begins with RNAP binding to dsDNA, which is referred to as the closed complex formation [3]. Subsequent to RNAP binding, the two strands of DNA are separated through thermal fluctuations that are facilitated by interactions of RNAP with ssDNA [4]. The opening of two DNA strands results in a formation of ~15bps long transcription bubble, which typically extends from -11 to +3 (where +1 corresponds to the transcription start site) [5]. After the open complex is formed, RNAP clears the promoter and enters the elongation, which leads to synthesis of RNA from DNA template [1].

The main elements that determine functional promoter are -35 element (-35TTGACA-30, where the coordinates in the superscript are relative to the transcription start site), -10 element (12TATAAT7), the spacer between these two elements, and the extended -10 element (15TG-14) [6]. Interactions of σ70 with dsDNA of -35 element, extended -10 element, and -12 base of -10 element result in the closed complex formation [7]. On the other hand, the downstream bases of -10 element (-11 to -7) interact with σ70 in ssDNA form [7], and are directly involved in the open complex formation.

Consequently to better relate involvement of different promoter elements with the kinetic steps of transcription initiation (the closed and the open complex formation), it was recently proposed that the region from -15 to -7 is reorganized in the following way [6]: Region from -15 to -12 is connected in a new element that is defined as -15 element; this element includes extended -10 element, the most upstream base in -10 element (base -12), and base -13 that is in-between. Consequently, -10 element is shortened for one base-pair (to the region -11 to -7), which we here refer to as the short -10 element. In this way -35 and -15 elements are directly related with σ70-dsDNA interactions, while short -10 element is directly related with σ70-ssDNA interactions.

The basic problem with accurate promoter detection is high degeneracy of the promoter elements (-35, -15 and -10 elements); in addition, variable distance between -35 and -10 element also contributes to the problem. This high degeneracy is illustrated in Table 1, where we show the aligned elements for several randomly selected promoters. For example, if we concentrate on -35 element, we see that the consensus sequence 'TTGACA' does not match any of the promoter instances in the table. Furthermore, only one instance has one mismatch from the consensus, most of the instances have two mismatches, while two of the instances have as much as four mismatches. In order to accommodate such high degeneracy, i.e. to correctly classify majority of the detected promoters, a low value of the detection threshold has to be imposed; this low threshold value than leads to a high number of false positives. One can artificially increase the detection threshold, which would decrease the false positives; however, another problem than emerges, i.e. a number of experimentally detected promoters are than wrongly classified. Consequently, the high degeneracy of the promoter elements, together with the relatively complex core promoter structure (several sequence elements with variable relative distances), is the main reason behind the low prediction accuracy of the available approaches.
Table 1: Examples of promoter sequence elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Promoter</th>
<th>-35</th>
<th>spacer</th>
<th>-15</th>
<th>short -10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>accAp</td>
<td>TTGCTA</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>AGGC</td>
<td>AAATT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accBp</td>
<td>TTGATT</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>GACC</td>
<td>AGTAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accDp</td>
<td>TATCCA</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>TGTT</td>
<td>TTAAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aceBP</td>
<td>TTGATT</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>GAGT</td>
<td>AGTCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acnAp1</td>
<td>CTAAAC</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>GCCT</td>
<td>TTATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acnAp2</td>
<td>TCAATC</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>TGCT</td>
<td>ATCTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acnB</td>
<td>TTAATC</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>TGCT</td>
<td>ATCTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adhEp1</td>
<td>CTATGC</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>TACT</td>
<td>ACAAT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Importance of the promoter element alignment

A necessary step in accurate TSS prediction is achieving a quantitative understanding of promoter specificity, i.e. accurately defining sequence elements that constitute bacterial promoter. However, aligning the promoter elements presents in itself a highly non-trivial bioinformatic task due to both complex structure of bacterial promoter and degeneracy of the promoter elements (see above). A major problem with the existing collections of the promoter elements is due to the following: i) they are based on initial alignments of a small collection of promoter elements which were performed `by eye' [8-11] ii) accurate aligning of -10 element is complicated by both variable distance from -35 element and by a lower conservation of this element [9] iii) it is non-trivial to produce an alignment with sufficient accuracy for analyzing -15 element, given a weaker conservation of this element compared to both -10 and -35 elements [11].

Having these problems in mind, we recently performed a systematic `de-novo' alignment of the promoter elements on a large collection of more than 300 experimentally confirmed $\sigma^{70}$ TSS in E. coli [12]. This alignment comes directly from experimentally determined TSS assembled in RegulonDB database [13]. For this we used Gibbs search algorithm for unsupervised alignment of the promoter elements, which we consequently improved through supervised search by weight matrices defined through the Gibbs algorithm. The approach was to first align -10 element, and to consequently use this element as an anchor to align -35 element. Alignment of other relevant elements (spacer and -15 element) is directly determined once -10 element and -35 element are aligned.

Specificities of the aligned promoter elements are shown in Figure 1, which is generated by EnoLogos [14]. The overrepresentation of -35 element bases obtained from our alignment (Table 1 and Figure 1) is consistent with the available data on interactions between $\sigma^{70}$ and -35 element [15]: The largest overrepresentation is obtained for bases -35, -34, -33 and -31, which are bound to $\sigma$ subunit residues with hydrogen bonds; the overrepresentation is notably smaller for bases -32 and -30 which interact with $\sigma^{70}$ with weaker van der Waals interactions. Finally, there is a statistically significant overrepresentation of G at position -36; this might seem unexpected, since position -36 is not part of -35 element; however, this conservation is consistent with the interaction data that indicate van der Waals interactions between -36 and $\sigma^{70}$ residues [15].
Figure 1: Logarithm of the ratio of the base frequencies in the alignment, relative to the background base frequencies is shown in the figure. For spacers (Figure 1B), log ratios are also presented, where the background distribution is equiprobable. Sequence logos correspond to specificities of A) -35 element B) Spacer between -35 and -10 element C) -15 element D) short -10 element. Figure adapted from [12].

We note that a recent alignment of -35 elements presented in [16] shows notable discrepancies with -35 element alignment presented here. Specifically, in [16] base 'C' at position -31 is significantly less conserved compared to 'A' at -32; this is inconsistent with the available data on interactions between $\sigma_{70}$ and -35 element which indicate that base -31 interacts with $\sigma_{70}$ through hydrogen bonds, while interactions with position -32 involve weaker van der Waals interactions. Furthermore, in [16] bases 'A' and 'T' show a larger conservation compared to 'C' and 'A' at positions -31 and -30, which is inconsistent with both the interaction data [15] and with -35 element consensus ('$^{\text{-35}}$TTGACA$^{\text{-30}}$') established through previous studies [6]; this is in contrast to our alignment where consensus '$^{\text{-31}}$C' and '$^{\text{-30}}$A' are clearly distinguished from the other bases at positions -31 and -30.

Our inferred specificity of -10 element is also consistent with available biophysical data: We see that the largest conservation corresponds to positions -11 and -7, which were shown in a number of studies to be of special importance for $\sigma_{70}$-ssDNA interactions (see e.g. [17, 18]). On the other hand, mutations at position -10 showed no notable effect on $\sigma_{70}$-ssDNA binding [18], consistent with the smallest base overrepresentation at this position.

Finally, we also briefly address specificity of the binding positions within -15 motif. We first note a high degeneracy at position -15 where bases T and C are similarly overrepresented (1.18 and 1.14 relative to the background frequencies). Therefore, it is more appropriate to represent the extended -10 motif with a weight matrix, or qualitatively with a degenerate consensus, than with a consensus sequence. Next, we note a conservation of base 'G' at
position -13, which appears at the frequency that is 1.4 times larger than the background frequency, which is statistically highly significant ($P \sim 10^{-3}$). We also note that conservation of the base at position -13 is larger than conservation at -15, which is a canonical base within the extended -10 motif (the 'T' in 'TG'). Conservation of base -13 at this position had not been reported before. Actually, the consensus sequence for the extended -10 motif is presented in the literature as 'TGn', where 'n' at position -13 indicates no conservation [6]. Consequently, we conclude that -15 element presents a conserved stretch of sequence, which has to be included in promoter search for a complete description of promoter specificity.

In summary, we have seen above that important parts of the previous alignments (in particular -35 element) are not in accordance with biophysical data of $\sigma^{70}$ interactions. On the other hand, through unbiased alignment of the promoter elements one can obtain a significant improvement in the alignment, which is consistent with biophysical data. Moreover, such careful alignment also allows describing specificity of the sequences outside of canonical -10 and -35 box; such description can be included in TSS search in order to increase its specificity. Consequently, one can expect that a more accurate alignment of the promoter elements can significantly improve the prediction accuracy.

4 Importance of the kinetic effects

We next discuss another factor which may have a major impact on the accuracy of TSS predictions, which are kinetic effects in transcription initiation. As the first step of transcription initiation, RNAP reversibly binds to dsDNA of promoter elements, which is called the closed complex formation, and is described by the binding affinity $K_B$. This binding of RNAP leads to opening of the two DNA strands (promoter melting), so that a transcription bubble is formed. This transcription bubble extends from the upstream edge of -10 element to about two bases downstream of the transcription start site, which roughly corresponds to positions -12 to +2 (+1 is transcription start site)[5]. The (inverse) time needed to form the transcription bubble (i.e. to open the two DNA strands) is described by the transition rate from closed to open complex ($k_f$).

An extreme example of the kinetic effects in transcription initiation are poised promoters: These are locations in genome where RNAP binds with high binding affinity (high $K_B$), but has a low rate of transcription initiation due to a slow transition from closed to open complex (low $k_f$). It has been proposed that poised promoters may present a major problem for accurate TSS prediction [9, 19]. This is particularly important, given the high number of false positives [2, 9, 10] that typically originate from computational TSS searches.

The number of poised promoters in the genome depends on mutual relation between the binding affinity $K_B$ and the transition rate from closed to open complex $k_f$. In particular, RNAP binding affinity ($K_B$) depends on interactions of -10 box dsDNA with $\sigma^{70}$ subdomain 2.4 [7], where the stronger interaction leads to larger binding affinity. On the other hand, stronger interaction of $\sigma$2.4 with dsDNA of -10 element leads to slower transition from closed to open complex[4]. The transition rate ($k_f$) also depends on interactions of -10 box ssDNA with $\sigma^{70}$ subdomain 2.3 and on -10 element melting energy, both of which are physically independent from $\sigma$2.4[4, 20]. Due to this, $K_B$ and $k_f$ should a priori be negatively correlated, and there may be a large number of sequences in the genome that correspond to high $K_B$ but low $k_f$. This naturally raises a possibility that there are many poised promoters in genome.

In order to quantitatively estimate the extent of RNAP poising in genome, one must be able to investigate kinetics of transcription initiation on a genome wide scale. This analysis cannot be done through experiments, since $K_B$ and $k_f$ have to be measured through work-intensive $\tau$ plot measurements [21], individually for each sequence of interest. In [22] we approached the
problem computationally, where we used a recently developed biophysical model of the open complex formation[4], which allows the calculation of the kinetic parameters ($K_B$ and $k_f$) for each sequence of interest. This model showed a very good agreement with both biochemical and genomics data, with no free parameters used in comparing the model with the experimental data[4].

To estimate the number of poised promoters in genome, we started from the sequence of lacUV5 promoter, and substituted its consensus -10 element with all 6bp long segments from *E. coli* intergenic regions. For all these substitutions we calculated the binding affinity ($K_B$) and the transcription initiation rate ($\phi$), by using the method discussed above. In the widely used unsaturated approximation, transcription activity is proportional to the product of $K_B$ and $k_f$, which is commonly defined as a measure of promoter strength. The relationship between logarithms of $K_B$ and $\phi$ (approximated as the product of $K_B$ and $k_f$) is shown in Figure 2, so that the quantities on the two axis correspond to the appropriate interaction energies that determine the relevant kinetic parameters. Specifically, the horizontal axis ($\log(K_B)$) corresponds to $\sigma 70$-dsDNA binding energy, while the vertical axis corresponds to a combination of the energy terms that we refer to as the effective energy and which directly determines the transcription initiation rate.

![Figure 2: Log transcription rate (log($\phi$)) vs. log binding affinity (log($K_B$)) for the intergenic segments. -10 element of lacUV5 promoter is substituted by all 6bp long segments from *E. coli* intergenic regions. log($K_B$) and log($\phi$) are calculated for each of these substitutions and shown, respectively, on the horizontal and the vertical axes on each of the panels. The horizontal and the vertical dashed lines correspond, respectively, to the transcription rate threshold and the binding affinity threshold. Green and red dots in the figure correspond to the strongly bound DNA sequences that are, respectively, functional promoters and poised promoters. Figure adapted from [22].](http://journal.imbio.de)

Both $K_B$ and $\phi$, which are shown in Figure 2, are calculated relative to the binding affinity and the transcription initiation rate of lacUV5 promoter. Note that we substitute (vary) only -10 element of lacUV5 promoter, and that -10 element of this promoter corresponds to the consensus sequence ('-12TATAAT'). Consequently, zeros on the horizontal and the vertical axis correspond to the consensus -10 element, and stronger interaction energies correspond to larger (less negative) values on the two axes. The horizontal line in Fig. 2 (transcription rate
threshold) indicates the transcription rate below which transcript levels cannot be detected, while the vertical line (binding threshold) indicates the binding affinity above which a sequence is considered to be strongly bound by RNAP. The binding threshold is set so that it corresponds to the binding affinity of a weak Plac promoter, which is in accordance with an intuitive notion that functional promoters - a large majority of which bind more strongly than Plac - should be above the binding threshold.

From Figure 2 we see that a significant fraction of the strongly bound sequences corresponds to poised promoters: In Figure 2, the blue dots mark strongly bound DNA segments that correspond to the functional promoters (i.e. to sequences that are above the binding and the transcription activity threshold), while the red dots mark the sequences that correspond to the poised promoters (i.e. to sequences that are above the binding, but below the transcription activity threshold). One can see that a significant fraction of the strongly bound sequences (~30%) correspond to poised promoters. Such poised promoters can be falsely identified as targets by computational searches of core promoters.

5 Relevant kinetic parameter

In the previous section we reviewed evidence showing that kinetic effects must be taken into account for accurate TSS detection. From this, however, follows a question of which exactly kinetic parameters characterize functional promoters. For example, the recent `mix-and-match' model proposes that the promoter elements, which interact with RNAP in dsDNA form, complement each other strengths so as to achieve a sufficient value of $K_B$; this would imply that the relevant kinetic parameter is the binding affinity $K_B$, though this issue is clearly untested and remains open. Testing this issue is further discussed below.

In [12] we formed weight matrices for each of the promoter elements, by using the alignment shown in Fig. 1. Each of the weight matrices are then used to calculate strengths of the promoter elements obtained in the alignment. Consequently, the weight matrices are used to calculate strengths of -35 elements, -15 elements, short -10 elements and the overall promoter strength. The estimated strengths of -15 promoter elements are plotted against the corresponding strengths of -35 element and short -10 element, which is shown in Figure 3A and 3B.

Figure 3A and 3B show that strengths of short -10 element and -35 element are negatively correlated with the strength of -15 element. There is consequently a tendency to have a stronger -15 element when weaker -10 element or weaker -35 element are present. We furthermore see that the negative correlation is stronger for -10 elements than for -35 elements: In the case of -35 element we have a correlation constant of -0.10, which is marginally significant (P value of 0.06); the correlation in the case of short -10 element is -0.17, which is highly statistically significant (P value of 2*10^{-3}). The stronger correlation in the case of -10 element seems surprising, having in mind that both -35 and -15 element are involved in RNAP-dsDNA interactions, while short -10 element is involved in the open complex formation through RNAP-ssDNA interactions. This issue will be further discussed below.

Figure 3C shows correlation of -15 element strength with overall promoter strength in the absence of -15 element. The overall promoter strength in the absence of -15 element is estimated as a sum of strengths that correspond to -35 element, strength of short -10 element and the spacer weight. We see a highly significant negative correlation between -15 element strength and the overall promoter strength (correlation constant of -0.20, with P value of 3*10^{-4}); this correlation is stronger than for the individual promoter elements. One should also note that the strength of $\sigma_70$-dsDNA interactions in the absence of -15 element is simply given by
the strength of -35 element. Therefore, by comparing Figure 3A and 3C, we see that a much stronger negative correlation is associated with the overall promoter strength than with $\sigma^{70}$-dsDNA interactions. Consequently, the results imply that it is the total promoter strength (which approximately corresponds to the transcription activity), rather than the binding affinity to dsDNA, which defines a functional promoter.

Figure 3 - Correlation of -15 element strength with other promoter strengths. Weight matrices inferred from the alignment are used to calculate strengths of -35 elements, -15 elements, short -10 elements, and the overall promoter strength. Correlations between the following strengths are then shown: A) -15 element and -35 element B) -15 element and short -10 element C) -15 element and the overall promoter strength. Correlation constants are indicated in the figures. Figure adopted from [12].
6 Conclusion

Accurate promoter prediction in bacteria is crucial not only as the first step in understanding transcription regulation, but also as an important ingredient in other bioinformatics applications such as gene and operon prediction. Despite being a classical bioinformatics problem, current methods for transcription start site prediction lead to a very high number of false positives. We here argue that transcription start site detection is a complex problem whose solution requires integrating several levels of knowledge. In particular, the discussion here strongly indicates that the following elements are necessary: i) accurately aligning promoter elements ii) characterizing sequences outside of canonical -35 and -10 boxes iii) estimating kinetic parameters of transcription initiation for a given sequence of interest, in particularly its transcription activity. The last goal remains the most challenging; with respect to that, note that while interactions of RNAP with -10 element sequence are extensively characterized by experiments, such information is absent for interactions with -35 and -15 elements. Consequently, one has to use mixed (experimental and computational) parametrization of the biophysical model, so that interactions with -10 element come from the experimental data, while interactions with -35 and -15 elements are inferred from sequence data by statistical means. Developing such method for accurate TSS detection, which is based on explicit calculation of promoter kinetic parameters, is our current goal.
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